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21. Introduction
GAKIN II is a one-dimensional multigroup diffusion theory
reactor kinectics code. The code is capable of solving the
time dependent multigroup diffusion equations in slab,
cylindrical, or spherical geometry. At the user's option,
the effects of time dependent cross sections, external sources,
and xenon poisoning may be included. A complete description
of the code, as well as detailed input specifications, is
given in reference 1. GAKIN II has been modified to include
a temperature feedback model and a steady state xenon
calculation (2).
GAKIN II has recently been modified to accept composition
dependent velocities; the theoretical motivation for such a
modification is presented in reference 3. What follows is
a brief description of the input format for composition
dependent velocities, a listing of the changed subroutines,
and a sample problem. There is also a brief description of
the shortcomings of the code. In the following discussion it
is assumed that the reader is familar with the code.
2. Modifications to Input Data
All existinq options available in GAKIN II remain un-
changed. The only input change is that CARD 11 should be
repeated for each composition.
CARD 11 - NEUTRON SPEED (v(G) { G=1,....,GRP)
v(G): Average neutron speed for group G (cm/sec).
Start a new card for each composition, in order
3
of increasing composition number.
3. Comments concerning the use of GAKIN II
The user of GAKIN II should be aware of three programming
errors which can significantly affect calculations. The
first of these is that values for the number of neutrons
per fission, V5 , are not retained for each composition as
claimed in reference 1. In fact the code retains only the
values input for the last composition and uses these values
for all compositions.
Second, the code does not initiate a given transient
until the beginning of the second time step. This means that
the calculation is one time step behind the number of time
steps printed at the top of each transient calculation edit.
As a result, the calculation terminates one time step before
it should and time dependent cross sections are not correctly
handled. For example, if one desires to linearly reduce the
capture cross section by a factor of 0.1 in the first ten
time steps (let each time step be of equal size), the code
actually reduces the capture cross section by a factor of
0.09 (0.1 x 9/10) since it does nothing in the first time
step.
Finally, one must be careful when preparing the input
parameters for CARD 3 (2). Specifically, the parameter NTYPE,
which determines whether the problem is a spherical, a radial,
or an axial type problem, must be carefully chosen even if
the thermal-hydraulic feedback option is not selected (THFEDB=O).
4If one is solving a problem in cylindrical geometry (GEOM=1)
with no thermal-hydraulic feedback (THFEDB=O) the parameter
NTYPE, which should have no effect on the calculations since
it is a parameter associated with temperature feedback, can
significantly alter the geometry of the problem being solved.
If one allows the value of NTYPE to be three (axial type
problem), naturally assuming that this will not affect the
calculation, the code changes the problem from cylindrical
geometry to slab geometry. Further, there is no print out
to inform the user that this switch has been made; the code
simply solves the diffusion equations for a slab geometry
and prints out the solution under a heading which says that
the geometry is cylindrical. Thus, what one thinks is the
solution for a cylindrical core is actually the solution for
an equivalent slab core. This problem only occurs for cylin-
drical cores (GEOM=1) and can be avoided by selecting NTYPE=2
(radial type problem), if one is not using the thermal-
hydraulic feedback option.
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Appendix A Code Listing
The following subroutines have been modified to










Note that subroutine UPDAT does not require modification.
However, the inverse velocity has been included in the para-
meter list (with the attendant changes in all CALL UPDAT
statements in all calling subroutines) so that one may easily
incorporate feedback effects by simply recompiling this
subroutine.
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MAIN DATE = 78174 12/00/31
C PAIN PROGRAM oCcoio
C0c0 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-F.C-Z) 00000020
CC02 INTEGER RTAG OCCO0030
CCC3 ITEGER PCLBCR,CHANGECEL,CNSCATTAGXTESTSTHGXEN, 0CCCCC40
1 UPSCATiPT, FLELGGECMGP,GPLGPRGDGLGUGRPGPUGLT,CCCCC5C
2 PPLPR,Pe, PRREND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , R,REGSCR, C00CC060
3 SCRCE , SCRG , SCZ , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 0CCCCC7C
CCC4 INTEGER THFEDB,GEOM1
CCC5 REAL*e IODINE 00000080
CCC6 REAL*e LRNUNUSIGFNX C0CCco9o
CCC7 COPPCN /A1/GRFREGPTGLGU.CELTHGIDEL oCCOC1CC
CCC8 COPPCA /A2/AUPACCMP,8CL,8CRMTZATZXENSTEADY CCCCo11O
CC09 CO!PCA /A3/PUNBALSCRCEGECMNTAGNUM2,PUNFRS OC000120
CoiC COPMCN /A4/TICHT1,TIGHT2,TIGHT3 OCCC13C
Cc1l COPC%/A5/IN,CUTNERR CCCC14C
0C12 COPFCA/C1/M1,2,M4,MSM7 OCC0 150
C013 COPPCA /TH1/ THFECBNPASSGEOMIINDXTHNTYPE
CC14 COkMCN /I -2/TCOOLCtFLCWO,PDWEROTHDIM1,TDIM2,CCRVOL,WFLCWPCWFAC
C FCR CONSERVATICN CF CCRE RECCMPILE MAIN WITH THE FOLLOWING CIPENSICAS O0CC0L60
C ALTERED TC ACCCVOCATE THE MAXIMUM EXPECTED PRCBLEM SIZE. THE VARIAELECCCCO1T0
C IN I ) INDICATE THE DIMENSION INFORMATICN TO 8E PUNCHED CN SUBSECUENTCCCO0180
C CARCS, WHERE, OOCOl9C
C GRP IS THE N CF NEUTRCN GROUPS CCOC2CO
C REG IS THE N CF REGICAS CCCC021C
C CEL IS THE # CF DELAYED GRCUP CC000220
C PT IS THE # OF SPACE POINTS OCOCC230
C NUM IS THE # CF TEST PCINTS CCOCC24C
C (PTGRP+DEL) CCCC025C
0015 DIPENSICN PSI(100,16) CCO0260
C (GRPCEL) ***** IF CEL EQUALS 0: (GRP,1) ***** OC0OC270









C021 DIMENSION SIGXIN(11,10) 00000330
CC22 DIMENSION CFXIN(1I,10),DCXIN(ll0)
C (REG) 00000340
0023 DIVENSICN PCWREG(10),PCWORG(10),REGFR(IO),WCDEFL(10),hCCEFR(10) OCC00350
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C Ml= MAX #
M1=10
C M2= PAX #
M2=10
C M4= PAX #
P4=6
C P5= MAX #
M5=100





IS FIXED AT 50
STPPN(50)














































































CCC2 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-FC-Z) CCoCilo
0C03 REAL*e IODIAE 00C00120
CCC4 REAL*E LR,NLNUSIGFNX CCO00130
CCC5 INTEGER GFGRPLUS COCO0140
CCC6 INTEGER RTAG 00000150
CC07 INTEGER BCL,8CR,CFANGE,DEL,DNSCATTAGXTESTSTHGXEN, OC0Q0160
1. UPSCAT,PT, FUELGCEOMGPGPLGPRGDGLGUGRPGPUOUTtCCCC0170
2P,PLPR,P8,PR8END,PT,PUNBALPUNFRS,RREGSOR, COC00180
3 SCRCE , SCRG , SCZ , STEADY , STEP , tAGC , TAGF , TAGT 0C000190
CCCe INTEGER THFEDBGECM1 000002C
CCC9 COMPCN /A1/GRP,REGPT,GLGUOEL,TG, IDEL 0COC0210
COC COPPO /A2/AUMNCGMPeCLeCRtPTZNTZXENSTEADY. 00000220
Coil CO!MPON /A3/PUNBALSCRCE,GEOM,NTAGNUM2,PUNFRS 0000C230
CC12 COPPCA /A4/TICHT1,TIGHT2,TIGHT3 CCCCC24C
CC13 COPPCA/A5/1N,CUTNERR 0C000250
C014 COPPCN/A6/EP1,EP2,EP3,TSTINC,IEP4,IEP6 O0CO026C
CC15 COPVCA /A7/8ETA(6),CECAY(6),BETCCY(6),DECH(6) CCOOC270
CCE COPMCA /A8/GAPAXGAPAI CCCO0280
C017 COPPCA /A9/PCTOT,PCWBAR CCCO29C
COlE COPMCA /81/HI-P,TIMETZZEROTZ0TIMZ OCCC0300
C019 COPPCA /32/NPRTNZISXSTEPNZSAVEPRBEND,IPRN OCCC310
CC20 CCVPON /C2/GFGRPLUS OCCOC320
C021 COPFCN /TF1/ THFEDB,NPASSGEOM1,INDXTH,NTYPE OCCCO330
C02R COPMON /TH2/TCOOLO,hFLCW0,POWERO,TFDIM1,TFDIM2,CORVOLWFLCWPCWFACCCO0034O
C023 DIVENSICN PSI(PTGU) C0000350
0024 DIMENSION SIGC(REGCRP),SIGF(REGGRP),SIGT(REGGRP), OCCOC36C
ISIGX(REGGRPCRP) C0CC037C
0025 DIMENSION AU(CRP) 00000380
C026 DIMENSICN SC(CRP,IDEL) 00000390
C027 DIMENSION SCIA(GRPICEL) CCC0O04CO
e28 DIMENSION CHI(GRP) CCCCo4ic
0029 DIMENSION NCMPIREG) 0CC00420
CC30 DIPENSICN FUEL(REG) 00CC0430
0031 DIMENSION XABSIREGGRP) 00C00440
0032 DIMENSION XENCN(REG),IODINE(REG) 0CC00450
0033 DIMENSION LR(REG),IPL(REG),IPR(REG),PB(REG),XL(REG),XR(REG) OCCO0460
0034 DIMENSION WHZ(PT) CCCO0470
C035 DIMENSION WZ(PT) 00C00480
C036 DIMENSION hPT(NUM) 00000490
0037 DIENSION NX(CRP),NUSIGF(REGGRP) OCCO500
C3 DIMENSION DNSCAT(REG,GRP),UPSCAT(REGGRP) COCC5io
C039 DIPENSION REGFR(REG),'ACCEF(PT),WCCEFL(REG),WCOEFR(REG) CCCCG52G
CC40 DIMENSION C(REGGRP) 00000530
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C041 DIPENSION CHANGEtREG) 0C000540
C042 CIPENSION CM(PTGRP),CP(PT.GRP) 00CC0550
CC43 DIVENSION SCR(REG),SCRG(REG.GRP),SRCEO(PTGRP),SRCE1(PT.GRP) CC000560
CC44 DIMENSION STPRN(5C) CCCCC57C
0045 DI ENSION RTAG(REG) 0CC00580
CC46 DIMENSION TAGC(REG),TAGF(REG),TAGT(REG),TAGX(REG) C0C00590





0051 DIMENSICN PSIeAR(RECGRP) 00000640
CC52 CIVENSICN PSITOT(RECGRP) COCC650
CC53 DIPENSICN4 PCWREG(REC) CC000660
0054 DIPENSION PCWER(REGGRP) 00000670
0055 DIMENSION CR(REG) 0CC0680
CC56 DIMENSION PCWCRG(REG) 00000690
0057 DIMENSION PSISTO(NUP) 00000700
0058 CIMENSION CC(PT),DL(PT),DU(PT) OCCOC710
0C59 CIVENSICN FF1(PT),FF2(PT) 00CC072C
CC6C DIMENSION TIl(REG) OCCCO730
0061 DIMENSION SIGCIN(GRP),SIGFIN(GRP),SIGTIN(GRP) 00000740
C062 DIMENSION SIGXIN(GRPLUSGRP) CCCC075C
CC63 DIMENSION PSIBI(REGGRP) OCCC760
C064 DIMENSION TD(GRP) OCCO0770
0C65 CIFENSICN hA(PT),CA(PT),DPSI(PT) 000CC780
CC66 DIMENSION TSICFF(REGGRP),TSIGCF(REGGRP).TSIGXF(REG.CRPGRP), COCCC79C
1 TSICFC(REGGRP),TSIGCC(REGGRP),TSIGXC(REGCRPGRP), 00C00800
2 TSICTCIREGGRP),TSIGTF(REGGRP),ZEN(REGGRP) 0occ0ic
0067 DIMENSION CFFIN(GRP),CFCIN(GRP),DFTIN(GRP),DFXIN(GRPLLS.GRP), CCCC0820
1 CCFIN(GRP),CCCIN(GRP),0CTIN(GRP),DCXIN(GRPLLSGRP) 00C00830
0068 DIMENSION ASUBH(REG),CLADK(REG),HTCOEF(REG),RFACTI(REG),SPHTC(REG)0CC00840
006 . DIMENSION CFRAC(REG),HCAPC(REG),t'CAPF(REG) C0C0085C














0083 00 30 R=1,REG 00000990
0084 30 POWORC(R)=0.0C0 00001000
0085 DO 50 P=1.PT 0000101C
C086 WZ(P)=0.0 000C1020
0087 WHZ(P)=1.0 C0001030 IA
0088 DO 50 G=1,GU 00001040 0

























































IF (NERR.EQ.1) CALL EXIT CCCC1260

















132 DO 140 I=1,REG OC0014C0
DO 135 G.,GRP CCCC1410
135 PSIB1(I,G)=PSIBAR(IG) 00001420
POWORG(I)=PCWREG(I) 000C1430





IF((XEN.NE.-1).AND.(T-FEDB.EC.0)) GO TO 145 00C1490
IF(THFEDB.FC.C) WRITE(CUT,129) CCC015CC
IF(THFEDB.EC.1) WRITE(CUT,126) CCCO1510
DO 142 R=1,REG 00001520
XX=PO60RG(R) .*(.316755E-10) C0001530
IF(THFEDB.EQ.0) WRITEIOUT,127) RPOWREG(R),XX 0C00154C
IF(THFEDB.EC.1) WRITE(CUT,127) R,POWREG(R),XXTEMPF1(R),TEMPC(R) CCCC1550
142 CONTINUE CCOC1560
DATE = 781T4 12/00/31DIRECTFCRTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0
I-A
0122 XX=PCW8AR*f.316755E-10) CCO01570
0123 WRITE(OUT9128) XX CCCC1580
C124 GO TO 149 CCCC1590
0125 145 WRITE(OUT,121) OCCC1600
0126 . WRITE(OUT,122)(R,POhREG(R),R=1,REG) '0CC01610
C127 WRITE(OUT,123)PCWTOT 000C1620
012e 149 IF(XEN.NE.-1) GO TO 150 00001630
0125 WRITE(OUT,124) CCOC1640
C13C WRITE(OUT.125)(RXENON(R),IOCINE(R),R=1,REG) C00C1650
0131 121 FORMAT(1HC,1OX,'REGICN,1OX,'FRACTIONAL PCWER*,/) 00001660
0132 122 FORMAT(13XI2,12X,E14.7) CC00167C
0133 123 FORMAT(1H0,10,'TCTAL NORMALIZED POWER a ',E14.7) CCC01680
0134 124 FORMAT(//lX'REGICN',7X'STEADY STATE CCNCENTRATICNS',/1X,'AUMBER', 00001690
111X,'XENON',8X,' ODINEf) CCCCI700
0135 125 FORMAT(3XI2,l1XE10.5,3X,E1O.5) CCCC1710
0136 126 FORMAT(/11X,'REGICN',1CX,'FRACTIONAL POWER',10X,'PCWER (WATTS)', 00001720
110X,'FUEL TEMF',11X,'CCOLANT TEMP',/) CCO01730
0137 127 FORMAT(13X,2 ,12X,E14.7,11X,E14.7,8X,E14.7,7XE14.7) 0CC01740
0138 12E FORMAT(HO,10CX,'TCTAL PCWER = ',E14.7) C"Z01750
0139 125 FORMAT(/11X,'REGICN',1OX,'FRACTIONAL POWER',1OX,'PCWER (WATTS)') CCC01760
014C 15C IF((STEADY.LT.1).CR.(XEN.EQ.-1).OR.(TFFEDB.EQ.1)) GO TO 3C0 OCO0177C
0141 CALL UPCAT(TAGTTAGXTACCTAGFCHANGE,NUSIGFPSleARTOCINE, CCCC1780






0142 CALL COEF2(O,SIGT,CANGE,PBDR,LRCMCP) CC001830
0143 GO TO 300 00001840
0144. 200 IF((DABS(TIME-TZ)).GT.ZERC) GC TO 220 00001850
0145 CALL INPUTB(SCRSCRGSRCEOSRCE1,STPRNIPLIPRRTAGTAGX, 00001860
1TAGTTAGFTAGCCXLCXCCTRL,CTRCCCL,CCQCFLCFQCFLOhLCFLCWC, 0
2CTINL.CTINC) 00001870
0146 CALL INEDB(TAGXTAGTTAGCTAGFCXLCXQCTRLCTRQCCLCCQ, CCOC188O
1CFLCFQ,SOR,SCRGSRCEOSRCE1,IPLIPRCFLGWLCFLOWCCTINLCTINC) CCCO1890






0148 CALL COEF2(DSIGICHANGE.PBDRLR,CP.CP) 00001950
0149 IF (NERR.EC.1) CALL EXIT CCCO1960
C150 30C CALL CALC(PSIWFZ,WZNXNUSIGFSIGXSDSDINSTPRN,FLELhPT, CCOC1970
1XLXRPBIPLIPR,VINV,UPSCATONSCAT,SCRGSORSRCEO,SRCE1,CP,CP, CCC019aC
2FF1,FF2,TIIDLDL,DC,TO,WAGA,DPSI) CC00990
0151 CALL AVRAGE(PSI,PSIBARPSITCT,POWERWCOEF.WCOEFLhCCEFR, CC0C2CCC
1REGFR, IPLIPR,SIGFPChREGPCWORGREGVOL) CC002010
0152 CALL TEST(STPRNPSIPSITCT,POWREGWPTWZ,WHZTEPPF1,TEMPC1) CCOC2020
0153 IF (PRBEND.NE.l) GO TC 200 OCCC2C30
0154 IF(PUNFRS.EQ.1) CALL PUN(PSINUSIGFSIGCSIGTSIGX,XENCA,-IODINE) OC0O2040
015 RETURN 00002C50
0156 END CCC02060
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0302 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 00021890
0003 INTEGER BCLBCRCHANGEDELDNSCATTAGX,TESTSTHGXEN, 00021900
1 UPSCAT,W PT, FUEL,G,GEOM,GP,GPLGPR,GD,GLGU,GRPGPUOUT,00021910
2PPL,PR,PB,PRBENDPT,PUNBAL,PUNFRS,R,REGSOR, 00021920
3 SOrCE , SORG , S3Z , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 00021930
0004 INTEGER THFEDB,GEOM1
0305 REAL*8 IODINE 00021940
0036 REAL*9 LR,NIJ,NUSIGFNX 00021950
00)7 REAL*8 KFFF 00021960
001 CO.1MON /A1/3RP,REG,PT,GL,Gi,DELTHG,IDEL 00021970
0009 CO4MON /A2/NUM,NCOMP,BCL,BCR,MTZ,NTZ,XENSTEADY 00021950
0010 COMMON /A3/PUNBAL,S3RCEGEOM,NTAG.NUM2,PUNFRS 00021990
0011 COMMON /A4/TIGHIT1,TIGHT2,TIGHT3 00022000
0012 COMMON/A5/IN,OUT,NERR 00322010
0013 COMMON /A9/ 0WT0T,POWBAR
0014 COMMON /TH1/ THflE!M',NPASSGEOM1,INDXTHNTYPE
0315 COMMON /TH12/TCOOLO,WFLOWOPOWERO,THDIM1,THDIM2,CORVOLeFLOR,POWFAC
C THIS ROUTINE CORRECTS THE IMITIAL ESTIMATES TO AN EXACTLY CRITICAL00022020
C PROBLEM AND CALCULATES THE PRECURSOR CONCENTRATIONS 00022030
0316 DIMENSION PSI(PT,GU) 00022040
3317 DIMENSION WPT(NUM) 00022050
0018 DIMENSION PSISTO(NUM) 00022060
0319 DIMENSION NU(GRP) 00022070
0020 DIMENSION NUSIGF(REGGRP). 00022080
0021 DIMENSION CM (PT,GRP) ,CP (PTGRP) 00022090
0022 DIMENSION SIGX(REGGRP,GRP) 00022100
0023 DIMENSION PB(REG),IPL(REG),IPR (REG)),XL(REG),XR(REG) 00022110
0024 DIMENSION FUEL(REG) 00022120
0025 DIMENSION NX(GRP) 00022130
0026 DIMENSION SDIN(GRP,ICEL) 00022140
0027 DIMENSION UPSCAT(REGGRP),DNSCAT(REG,GRP),ZEN(REGGRP)
0028 DIMENSION DD(PT) ,DL(PT) DU (PT) ,WA (PT) ,GA (PT) 00022160




1CTRL (REG,GRP) ,CTRQ(REG,GRP) ,CXL(REG) ,CXQ (REG)
0033 DIMENSION PSIBAR(REGGRP),PSIB1(REG,GRP)
0334 DIMENSION WCOEF(PT),WCOEFL(REG),WCOEFR(REG),REGFR (REG),POWORG(REG)




0037 DIMENSION POWREG (REG) , REGVOL (REG) ,IODINE (REG) ,XENON (PEG) ,3AMA2 (REG
1) ,GAMA3 (REG) ,CHANGE(REG) ,DR (REG) ,LR (REG) ,PFACT1 (REG) ,GAMA1 (REG),
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3051 110 CONTINUE 00022260
0352 DO 130 N=1,NUM 00022270
0053 P=WPT(N) 00022280
n054 PSISTO(N)=OSI(P,THG) 00022290
0355 130 CONTINUE 00022300
0356 CALL ITER(PSI,CM,CP,SIGI,PB,IPLIPRXLXR,SDINFUEL, 00022310
1NX,NUSIGF,UPSCAT,DNSCAT,DD,DLDU,VA,GA) 00022320
0057 CALL SCALE(Y,PSI) 00022330
l058 KEFF-Y/X 00022340
0059 CALL RESCAL(X,PSI) 00022350
0060 IF (XKK) 140,140,150 00022360
0061 140 XKK=KEFF 00022370
0062 INDX=1 00022390
0063 GO TO 110 00022390
0364 150 IF (ABS(KEFF/XKK-1.0)-TIGHT1) 160,160,140 00022400
0065 160 CONTINUE 00022410
0066 IF (ABS(KEFF-1.0)-TIGHT2) 190,190,170 00022420
0067 170 DO 180 G=1,GRP 00022430
0068 NU (G)=NU (G)'/KEFF 00022440
0069 DO 180 R=1,REG 00022450
0070 NUSIGF(R,G)=NUSIGF(R,G)/KEFF 00022460
0071 180 CONTINUE 00022470
0072 INDX=2 00022480
0073 GO TO 110 00022490
0074 190 INDX=3
0075 Do 200 N=1,NUN 00022520
0076 P=WPr(N) 00022530
0077 IF (DABS (PSISTO(N)/PSI (PTHG)-1.0)- (10.*TIGHT3)) 191,191,110




0081 DO 196 R=1,REG
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0086 IF (DABS (PSISTO (N) /PSI (P,THG) -1.0) -TIGHT3) 200.200,100
0037 197 CONTINUE
0089 IF(DABS(PSISTO(N)/PSI(P,THG)-1.0)-TIGHT3) 200,200,110 00022540
0099 200 CONTINUE 00022550
0090 201 CONTINUE
001 Do 205 G=1,GRP
0092 DO 205 P=1,PT
0093 205 PSI(P,G)=PSI(P,G)*POWFAC
0094 POWFAC=1
0095 IF(DEL.EO.O) GO TO 202
13Q6 CALL EQPREC(PSI,FUEL,NUSIGFIPLIPRXLXR) 00022570
0097 II=GL 00022580
0098 IF (STEADY.E.3) WRITE (OUT,330) 00022590
0099 IF (STEADY.EQ.3) GO TO 210 00022600
0100 202 II=1
0101 WRITE (OUT,270) (G,NU(G),G=1,GRP) 0C022620
0102 WRITE (OUT,280) 00022630
0103 210 CONTINUE 00022640
0104 DO 220 G=II,GU 00022650
0105 220 WRITE (OU1T,300) (P,PSI(PG),P=1,PT) 00022660
0106 IF (PUNBAL.EQ.1) GO TO 225 00022670
0107 RETURN 00022680
0109 225 CONTINUE 00022690
0109 DO 230 G=1,GRP 00022700
0110 230 PUNCH 310,NU(G) 00022710
0111 WRITE (OUT,290) 00022720
0112 DO 240 G=1,GU 00022730
0113 240 PUNCH 310, (PSI(PG),P=1,PT) 00022740
0114 RETURN 00022750
0115 270 FORMAT (19110 EQUILIBRIUM NU(G),3X,4(1H(,13,1),E14.7)/22X,(4(IH(100022 760
13,1H),E14.7))) 00022770
0116 280 FORMAT (20H0 EQUILIBRIUM FLUXES) 00022780
0117 290 FORMAT (53H0 EQUILIBRIUM NU(G) AND FLUX DISTRIBUTION ARE PUNCHED) 00022790
0118 300 FORIAT (6(..i(,I3,1H),E13.7)) 00022800
0119 310 FORMAT '(6F12.7) 00022810
0120 330 FORMAT (33HOINITIAL PRECURSOR CONCENTRATIONS) 00022820
0121 END 00022830
-J&
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0001 SI81CUTINE UPDAT(TAGTTAGXTAGCTAGFCHANGENUSIGFPSIBAR,IODINE, 00024200
1XABSXENON, CTRLCTRQCXLCXQCCLCCQCFLCFQSIGTSIGXSIGP, 00024210
2SIGC,PSIB1,NU,FUELTEPF1.TEMPFTEMPC1.TEMPCTSIGTPTSIGTCTSIGCF,
3TSIGCC ,TSIGFFTSIGFCTSIGXFTSIGXCZEN ,CTINLCTINQ,CFLOW L,CFLOWQ,
4POWREG,REGVOL,3AMA1,GA A2,GAMA3,GAMA4,POWORG,RFACT1,HTCOEP,CLADK -
5,VINV,WZ,WPT)
0032 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00024230
3003 INTEGER DCL,5CR,CHANGE.DELDNSCATTAGX,TESTSTIJeXEN, 03024240
1 U?SCATWPT, FUEL,G,GEOMGPGPLGPR,GDGLGU,GRPGPU,0UT,00024250
2 PPL,PR,PB, PRBEND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , RREGSOP, 00024260
3 SOPCE SORG , SOZ , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 00024270
0004 INTEGER THFEDB,GEOM1
0005 REAL*8 IODINE 00024280
0006 REAL*8 LR,NU ,NUSIGPNX 00024290
0007 COMMON /A1/3RPREG,PT,GLGUDELTHG,IDEL 00024300
0008 COMMON /A2/NUM,NCOMPBCL,BCRMTZ,NTZXENSTEADY 00024310
0009 COMMON /B1/H,HPTIMETZ,ZEROTZOTINZ 00024320
0010 COMMON /B2/NPRTNZISXSTEPNZSAVEPRBEND,IPRN 00024330
0011 COMMON /TH1/ THIFEDB,NPASSGEDM1,INDXTHNTYPE
0012 COMMON /TH2/TC00LO,WFLOWOPOWEROTHDIM1,THDIM2,CORVOLWFLOW,POWFAC
0013 DIMENSION CHANGE(REG) 00024340
0014 DIMENSION TAGC(REG),TAGP(REG) ,TAGT(REG),TAGX(REG) 00024350
0015 DIENSION N'JSIGP (REGGRP) 00024360
0016 DIMENSION SIGC (R!G,GRP) , SIGF (REG,GRP) ,SIGT (REGGRP) , 00024370
1SIGX(REG,GPP,GR?) 00024380
0917 DIMENSION CCL(lE3,GRP),CCQ(REGGRP),CFL(REGGRP) CFQ (REG,GRP), 00024390
1CTRL (REGGPP),CTRQ (REGGRP),CXL(REG) ,CXQ(REG) 00024400
0018 DIMENSION XENON(REG) 00024410
0019 DIMENSION NUh(GRP) 00024420
0020 DIMENSION PSIBAR(REG,GRP),PSIBI(REGGRP),ZEN(REG,GRP)
0021 DIMENSION XABS(REG,GRP) 00024440
0022 DIMENSION POWREG(REJ),REGVOL(REG),GAMA1(REG),GAMA2(REG),GAMA3(REG)
0023 DIMENSION GA!A4(REG) POWORG.(REG),PFACT1(REG)
0024 DIMENSION IODINE(REG) 00024450
0025' DIMENSION FJEL(REG) 00024460







0031 IF( TIME .EQ.0.0) GO TO 360
0032 20. Y=(TlIE-TIMZ)/(TZ-T) 00024480
0033 YSQ=Y* (TIrKE+TIMZ-2*T)/(TZ-T) 00024490
0034 TIMZ=TIME 00024500
0035 IF(XEN.EO.0) GO TO 40 00024510
0036 CALL FEDBKX (PSIBAR,SIGFXABS,XENONIODINEPSIB1,FUEL) 00024520
0037 40 IF(THFEDB.EQ.0) GO TO 50
0038 TCOOLO=TCOOLO+CTINL*Y+CTINO*YSQ
0039 IF((CFLOWL.EQ.0.0).AND.(CFLOWQ.EQ.0.0)) GO TO 46
0140 X=WFLOW
0041 WFLOW=WFLOW+CFLOWL*Y+CPLOWQ*YSQ
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0042 XX= (WFLOW/WFLOWO)*.8
0043 DO 45 R=1,REG
0044 GAnA3 (R)= (GAM A3 (R) *WFLOW) /X
0045 IF((PFEL(R). 1E.0) .AND.(INDXTH.NE.1)) GAMA2(R)GAA2(R)((HTCOEF(R)
1+CL AD IR) ) /HTCOE (R)) *((H TCJEF (R)*XX) /(HTCOEP (R) *XX+CLA DK (R))
0046 45 CONTINUE
0047 46 CALL HITRANO(POWREGREGVOL,IODINEXENONPSIBARXABSTEMPF1,
1TEAPP,TEMPC1,TF,'PC,GAMIA2,GAMA3,RFACT1,POWORG4,GANA1,GAMIA4)
0048 50 CONTINUE
0049 DO 351 R=1,REG 00024540
C 00024550
0050 IF (TAGT(R)-1) 160,110,130 00024560
0051 110 DO 120 G=1,GRP 00024570
0052 120 SIGT(R,G)=SIGT(RG)+CTRL(RG)*Y 00024590
0053 GO TO 150 00024590
C 00024600
0054 130 DO 140 G=1,GRP C0024610
0055 140 SIGT )G(R,G)SIGT(RG)+CTRL(RG)*Y+CTRQ(R,G)*YSQ 00024620
0096 150 CHANGE(R)=1 00024630
0057 GO TO 170 00024640
0058 160 CHANGE(R)=0 00024650
c 00024660
0059 170 IF (TA X(B)-1) 220,180,210 03024670
0060 180 X=CXL(R)*Y 000246uO
0061 190 DO 200 G=1.GRP 00024690
0062 DO 200 GP=1,GBP 00024700
0063 200 SIGX(R,G,GP)=SIGX(R,GGP)*(1.0+X) 00024710
0164 CHANGE (R) =2 00024720
0065 GO TO 220 00024730
C 00024740
0066 210 X=CIL (R)*Y+CXQ(R)*YSQ 00024750
0067 GO TO 190 00024760
C - 00024770
0068 220 IF (TAGC(R)-1) 270,230,250 00024780
0069 230 DO 240 G=1,GRP 00024790
0070 240 SIGC (RG) =SIGC (RG)+CCL (R,G) Y 00024800
0071 CHANGE(R)=2 00024810
0072 GO TO 270 00024820
C 00024830
0073 250 DO 260 G=1,GRP 00024840
0074 260 SIGC (RG) =SIGC (RG) +CCL (RG) *Y+CCQ (RG) *YSQ 00024850
0075 CHANGE(R)=2 00024860
C 00024870
0076 270 IF (TAGF(R)-1) 320,280,300 00024880
0077 280 DO 290 G=1,GRP 00024890
0078 SIGF (R,G) =SIGF(RG) +CFL (RG) *Y 00024900
0079 NUSIG? (RG)=NU (G)*SIGF(R,G) 00024910
0080 290 CONTINUE 00024920
0081 CHANGE(R)=2 00024930
0082 GO TO 320 00024940
c 00024950
0083 300 DO 310 G=1,GRP 00024960
3 10 ST(P I G) %=SI F (R G)+CFL(R G)*Y+CFQ (R G) *YSQ 00024970
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TEMPF (R) =TEMPF1 (R)
TEMPC (R) =TEMPC1 (R)
CH ANGE(R) =2










IF (XEN.EQ.3) GO TO 350
DO 345 G=1,GRP
Z=EN (RG)
ZEN (RG)=XABS (R,G)*XENON (R)
SIGX (R,GG)=SIGX (R,G,G) -Z+ZEN (RG)
345 ,SIGC(IG)=SIGC(R,G)-Z+ZEN(R,G)
350 CONTINUE










X=TEMPP1 (R) -TEMPF (R)
Z=TEMPC1(P)-TEMiPC(R)
DO 390 G=1,GRP




IF( TIME .EQ.0.0) CHANGE(R)=1
SIGT(RG)=SIGT(R,G)+TSIGTF(R,G)*X+TSIGTC(RG)*Z
SIGC(R,G)=IGC (R,G)+TSIGCF(RG)*X+TSIGCC(R,G)*Z
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0001 SUBROUTINE CALC(PSIWHZWZNXgNUSIGFSIGXSDSDINSTPRN,FUELWPT, 00001280
1XLXRPBIPLIPR,VINVUPSCATeDNSCATSORG,SORSRCEOSRCElCP,CM, 00001290
2FF1,F?2,T11,DUDLDDTD, WAGADPSI) 00001300
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 00001310
0003 3FL*3 LR,NU,NUSIGFNX .00001320
0004 INrEGER BCL,BCRCHANGE,DEL,DNSCAT,TAGITESTSTHG,XEN, 00001330
1 UPSCAT,WPT, FUEL,G,GEONGPGPLGPRGDGLeGUGRPGPUOUT,00001
3 40
2 P,PLPR,P8, PRREND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , RREG,SON, 00001350
3 SORCE , SORG , SOZ , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 00001360
0005 COI.ON /Al/GRP,REG,PT,GLGUDELTHG,IDEL 00001370
0006 COMMON /A2/NUM,NCOMP,BCL,BCR,MTZNTZXEN,STEADY 00001380
0007 COMMON /k3/PUNEAL,SOCEGEO.,NTAG,NUM2,PUNFRS 00301390
0008 COMON /A7/BETA(6),DECAY(6),BETDCY(6),DECH(6) 00001400
0009 COMMON /B1/H,1IP,TIME,TZZEROTZO,TIMZ 00001410
0010 )IMENSION PSI(PT,GU) 00001420
0011 DIWENSION WHZ(PT) 00001430
0012 DIMENSION SIGX(REG,GRPGRP) 00301440
0013 DIiENSION NX(GRP),NUSIGF(REGGRP) 00001450
0014 DIMENSION SD(GPP,IDEL) 00001460
0015 DINENSION SDIN(GRP,IDEL) 00001470
0016 DIMENSION STPRN(50) 00001480
0017 DI.ENSION FU EL(REG) 00001190
0018 DI1ENJSION WPT(NUM) 00001500
3319 DIMENSION IPL(REG),IPR(REG),PB(REG),XL(REG),IR (REG) 00301510
0020 DIMENSION VINV(REG,GRP)
0021 DIMENS10N SOB (REG) ,SORG (REGGRP) , SRCE0 (PT,GRP) ,SRCE1 (PTGRP) 00001530
0022 DIMENSION CM (PT,GRP),CP(PTGRP) 00001540
0023 DIMENSION FF1(PT) 00001550
0024 DIMENSION FF2(PT) 00001560
0025 DIMENSION TIl(REG) 00001570
0026 DIMENSION DD(PT),DL(PT),DU(PT) 00301580
0027 DIMENSION DNSCAT(REGGRP),UPSCAT(REG,GRP) 00001590
0028 DIMENSION WZ(PT),WA(PT),GA(PT),TD(GRP) 00001600
0029 DIMENSION DPSI(PT) 00001610
0030' CALL FREQ(PSIWHZ,WZFF1,FF2,STPRNVPT,DPSIPB) 00001620
0031 IGONE=0 00001630
0032 IF(DEL.EO.0) GO TO 24 00001640
0033 DO 23 II=1,DEL 00001650
0034 23 DECH (II) =DEXP(DECAY(II) *H) 00001660
0035 24 DO 150 G=1,GRP 00001670
0036 DO 115 R=1,REG 00001680
0037 TI 1(R) =NX (G) *NUSIGF (R ,G) -SIGX (R,G ,G) 00001690
0038 IF(GRP.EQ. 1) TI1 (R)=-SIGX(R,G,G) 00001700
0039 115 CONTINUE 00001710
0040 CALL RHS(GPSIFF1,FF2,TI1,NXNUSIGFVINVSIGX ,FUELSD, 00001720
1XLXR, PB,IPL, IPR) 00001730
0041 120 IF (SORCE) 130,140,130 00001740
0042 130 CALL SOURCE(G,PSISORGSORSRCEOSRCEIXL,XR,PBIPLIPR) 00001750
0043 140 CALL LHS(G.DU,CL,DDCPCM,TI1,VINVFF2,XLXRIPLIPRPB) 00001760
0044 CALL MATINV(GPT,GRPPSIDUDLDDWAGA) 00001770
0045 150 CONTINUE 00001780
0046 IF (DEL) 160,180,160 00001790
0047 160 DO 170 G=GL,GU 00001800
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0001 SUBROUTINE RHS(G,PSIFF1FF2,TI1,NXNUSIGFVINVSIGI ,FUELSD, 00022310
1IXL,XP,PBIPLIPR) 00022320
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 00022330
0003 INTEGEP BCL,8CRCHAN!GE,DEL,DNSCAT,TAGXTESTS,THG, XEN, 00022340
1 UPSCAT,WPT, FUEL,G,GEOM,GPGPLGPRGD,GL,GU,GRP,GPU,0UTrO002
2 3 50
2 P,PL,PR,PB, PRBEND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , B,REG,SOP, 00022360
3 SORCE , SORG , SOZ , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 00022370
0004 REAL*8 LP,N!J,NUSIGF,NX 00022380
0005 COMMON /A1/GRP,REG,PT,GLGU,DELTHGIDEL 00022390
0006 COMION /A2/NUM,NCOMPBCLBCR.MTZNTZ,XENSTEADY 00022400
0007 DIMENSION PSI(PT,GU) 00022410
0008 DIMENSION FF1(PT) 00322420
0009 DIMENSION FF2(PT) 00022430
0010 DIMENSION VINV(REG,GRP)
0011 DINENSION TI1(REG) 00022450
0012 DIMENSION IPL (REG),IPR (REG),PB(REG),XL(REG),XR (REG) 00022460
0013 DIMENSION FUEL(REG) 00022470
0014 DIMENSION SD(GRP,IDEL) 00022480
0015 DIIENSION NX(GRP),NUSIGF(REG,GRP) 00022490
0016 DIMENSION SIGX(HEGGRP,GRP) 00022500
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE RHS OF THE ALGORITHM AT ALL INTERIOR 00022510
C POINTS OF EACH REGION IN A GIVEN GROUP 00022520
0017 X3=NX (G) 00022530
001A PL=1 00022540
0019 IF (BCL.EQ.0) PL=2 00022550
0020 DO 20 R=1,REG 00022560
0021 PR=IPR(R) 00022570
0022 IF(R.E).REG).AND.(BCR.EQ.1)) PR=PT 00022580
0023 DO 19 P=PL,PR 00022590
0024 T1=0.0 00022600
0025 T2=0.0 00022610
0026 IF(GRP.EQ.1) T2=X3*NUSIGF(PG)*PSI(PG) 00022620
0027 IF(G.PQ.1) GO TO 12 - 00022630
0024 GPU=G-1 00022640
0029' DO 11 GP=1,GPU 00022650
0030 11 T1T1+ (X3*NUSIGF(RGP)+SIGX(R,G,GP)) 00022660
1*PSI (P,GP) 00022670
0031 12 IF(G.EQ.GRI, GO TO 14 00022680
0032 GPL=G+1 00022690
0033 DO 13 GP=GPLGRP 00022700
0034 13 T2=T2+(X3*NUSIGF(RGP)+SIGX(R,GGP))* 00022710
1PSI(P,GP) 00022720
C NOW ADD DELAY CONTRIBUTIONS 00022730
0035 14 T3=0.0 00022740
0036 IF(DEL) 18,18,15 00022750
0037 15 IF(FUEL(R)) 16,18,16 00022760
0038 16 DO 17 GP=GL,GU 00022770
0039 GD=GP-GRP 00022780
0040 T3=T3+SD(G,GD)*PSI(PGP) 00022790
0041 17 CONTINUE 00022800
0042 18 T1=T1*FF2(P) 00022810
0043 T2=T2*FF1(P) 00022820
0044 T3=T3*FF1(P) 00022830




0047 19 CONTINUE 00022860
0044 PL=PP+2 00022870
004q 20 CONTINUE .00022880
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE RHS OF THE ALGORITHM AT ALL REGION 00022890
C BOUJNDARY POINTS IN GROUP G 00022900
0050 IP=REG-1 00022910
C051 IF (IP) 220,220,110 00022920




0056 X2=XR (R) 00022970
0057 T1=0.0 00022980
0058 T2=0.0 00022990
3359 IF(GPP.EQ.1) T2=X3*(NUSIGF(R,G)*X1+NUSIGF(R+1,G)*X2)*PSI(PG) 00023000
0060 IF (G.EQ.1) GO TO 130 00023010
0061 GPU=G-1 00023020
0062 DO 120 GP=1,GPU 00023030
0363 120 T1=T1+(X3*(NUSIGF(RGP)*X1+NUSIGF(P+1,GP) 00023040
1*X2)+SIGX(R,G,GP)*XI+SIGX(R+1,GGP)* 00023050
2X2)*PSI(P,GP) 0C0323060
0064 130 IF (G.EO.GRP) GO TO 150 03023070
0065 GPL=G+1 00023080
0066 DO 140 GP=GPLGRP 00023090
0067 140 T2=T2+(X3*(NUISIGF(R,GP)*X1+NUSIGF(R+1,GP) 00023100
1*X2)+SIGX(R,GGP)*X1+SIGX(P+1,GGP)0 00023110
2X2)*PSI(PGP) 00023120
C THEN ADD PRECURSOR CONTRIBUTIONS 00023130
0068 150 T3=0. 00023140
0069 IF (DEL) 200,200,160 . 00023150
C WE CHECK FOR ANY FUEL AT THE BOUNDARY POINT 000231*60
0070 .160 IF (FIUEL(P)) 180,170,180 00023170
0071 170 IF (FUEL(R+1)) 180,200,180 00023180
0072 180 DO 190 GP=GL,GU 00023190
0073 GD=GP-GRP 00023200
0074 T3=T3+SD(GGD)*PSI(PGP) 00023210
0075 190 CONTINUE 00023220






0081 210 CONTINUE 00023280
0082 220 RETURN 00023290
0083 .ND 00023300
w
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0001 SUBROUTINE LHS(G,DUDLDDCPC.TI1,VINVFF2,XLXRIPLIPRPB) 00019250
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRIX FOR THE LEFT-HAE'D 00019260
C SIDE OF '"HE ALGORITHM FOR GROUP G 00019270
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00019280
3303 INTEGER BCLBCR,CHANGE,DEL,DNSCATTAGXTESTSTHGXEN, .00019290
1 UPSCAT,WPT, FUELGGEOGPGPL,GPR,GDGLGUGRPGPU,OUT,00019300
2 P,PLPR,PB, PRBEND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFES , RREGSOR, 00019310
3 SORCE , SORG , SO, STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT 0019320
0034 REAL*8 LR,NU,NUSIGF,NX 00019330
0005 COMMON /A1/5RPREGPT,GLGUDELTHGIDEL 00019340
0006 COMMON /A2/NUMNCOMPBCLBCRTZNTZXENSTEADY 00019350
0007 DIMENSION FF2(PT) 00019360
0008 DIMENSION VINV(REG,GRP)
0109 DIMENSION TI1(PEG) 00019380
0010 DIMENSION IPL(REG),IPR(REG),XL(REG),XR(REG) 00019390
0011 DIMENSION PB(REG) 00019400
0312 DIMENSION CM(PTGRP),CP(PT,GRP) 00019410
0013 DIMENSION ')D(PT) ,DL(PT) ,DU (PT) 00019420
0014 PL=2 00019430
0015 DO 1 R=1,REG 00019440
0016 PR=IPR(R) 00019450
0017 T1=TI1(R) 019460
0018 DO 2 P=PL,PR 03019470
0019 DU(P)=-CP(P,G)*FF2(P+1) 00019480
0020 DL (P)=-CM (PG) *FF2 (P-1) 00019490
0021 DD(P)=VINV(RG)+(CM(PG)+CP(PG)-T1)*FF 2 (P)
0022 2 CONTINUE 00019520
0023 1 PL=PR+2 00319530
0024 DO 3 R=1,REG 0C019540
0025 IF(R-1) 5,4,5 00019550
0026 4 IF(BCL.EQ.1) GO TO 65 00019560
0027 DD(1)=VINV(1,G)
0028 DU(1)=0.0 00019580




0032 5 IP(R.EQ.PEG) GO TO 3 00019630
0033 P=PB(R) 00019640
0034 T1=TI1(R)*XL(R)+TI1(R+1)*XR(R) 00019650
0035 DD(P) =VINY (RG) *XL (R)+VINV(R+1,G) *XR (R)+ (CH(P,G) +CP(PG)-T1)
1*FF2(P)
0036 DU(P)=-CP(PG)*FF2(P+1) 00019670
0037 DL (P)=-CM (PG) *FF2 (P-1) 00019680
0038 3 CONTINUE 00019690
0039 IF(BCR.EQ.1) GO TO 33 00019700
0040 DD(PT)=VINV(REGG)
0041 DL(PT)=0.O 00019720
0042 GO TO 605 00019730
0043 33 DD(PT)=VINV(REG,G)+(CP(PTG)+CM (PTG)-TI1(REG))*FF2(PT)
0044 DL (PT) =-CM{PTG)*FF2 (PT-1) 00019760
0045 605 CONTINUE 00019770
0046 RPTURN 00019780
0047 END 00019790
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CC02 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-F,C-Z) CC012820
CCC3 INTEGER CF,GFLUSGFPLUSCRPLUS C0012830
CCC4 INTEGER BCLBCR,CI-AAGECELCNSCATTAGXTESTSTHGXEN, C0012840
1 UPSCAThPT, FUEL,G,GEOMGPGPL,GPRGDGL,GUGRPGPUCLT,00012850
2 PPLPR,Pe, PRBEND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , R.REGSCR, 0C012860
3 SCRCE , SCRG , SCZ , STEADY , STEP , TAGC , TAGF , TAGT CC012870,
CCC5 INTEGER THFEDeTHXFTHXC.GECMI
CCC6 REAL*8 I0CINE CCC1288C
CCC7 REAL*@ LRAU,NUSICFNX C0012890
CCCe COPPCA /AI/GRPREGPT,GLGUoDEL,TIG,IDEL 00012900
CCC9 COPPCA /A2/NUpNCCMP,eCLCRtPTZNTZ,XENSTEADY CC012910
Co1C CniPPCA /44/TICHT1,TIGFT2,TIGHT3 CC01292C
CCli COPCA/A5/IA,CUT,AERR 00012930
C012 COPPCA/A6/EP1,EP2,EP3,TSTINCIEP4,IEP6 00012940
CC13 CUPVCA /A7/eETA(6),CECAY(6),8ETDCY(6),DECH(6) CCO1295C
0014 COPPCA /A8/GAPAXGAPAI CC012960
C015 COPMCA /BI/1-,tP,T IMETZ,ZERCTZCOTIM- C0012970
CC16 COPPCN /C2/GFGRPLUS C0012980
CC17 COPPON /TH1/ THFECBNPASS.GEOP1,INDXTHNTYPE
Coe CG"PCN /TH2/TCCOLO,WFLCh0,PCWERO,THCIM1,TDIM2,CCRVOL,WFLCW,PCWFAC
COls DII'ENSICN PSI(PTGUI 0C012990
CC2C DIPENSICN XABS(REGGRP) CCO13CC0




0025 DIPENSICN P0(REG),LR(REG) 00013C40
C026 DIPENSION CFI(GRP) 0CC13050
0C27, DIPENSION FUEL(REG) 00013060
0028 DIPENSION NCMP(REG) CC13C70
C029 DIMENSION SC(CRP,IOEL) 00013080
0C30 DIPENSICN SCIA(GRPIDEL) 0C013090
C031 DIPENSION mPT(NUM) CCO131CO
0032 DIPENSION NU(CRP) C0013110
0033 DIMENSION SIGC(REGGRP),SIGF(REGGRP),SIGT(REGGRP), 00013120
1SICX(REGGRPCRP) 00013130
C034 DIMENSION SIGCIN(GRP),SIGFIN(GRP),SIGTIN(GRP) C0013140
0035 DIPENSION SIGXIN(GRPLLS,GRP) 00013150
CC36 DIPENSION ASUEH(REG),CLADK(REG),HTCCEF(REG),RFACT1(REG),SPHTC(REG)








0042 FLOAT(I)=DFLOAT(I) 00013180 LU
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C ******************* CARD 4 ***********00013190
0C43 RE40 (IN,35C) (PB(R),R=1,REG) -00013200
CC44 wRITE (OUT,42C) (PB(R),R=1,REG) CC013210
C045 IF (REG.EQ.1) GO TO 12C C0013220
0C46 N=REC-1 00013230
CC47 00 11C R=1,N C0013240
CC4E IF (95tR).GE.P8(R+1)) CALL ERR (1,1,4,R) 0C013250
C049 110 CONTINUE 00013260
C 00013270
C C13280
C05C 12C IF(PT.NE.P3(REG).CR.PT.LT.1) CALL ERR(1,1, 3,6) 00013290
C *************.****** CARD 5 ******************** *** 00013300
005! READ (IN,360) (LR(R),R=1,REG) CCO13310
0C52 WRITE (OUT,43C) (LR(R),R=1,REG) C0013320
0053 DO 130 R=1,REG 00013330
CC54 IF (LR(R).LE.C.0) CALL ERR (1,1,5,R) C0013340
CC55 13C CONTINUE C0013350
C ******************** CARD 6 **************00013360
CC56 READ (IN,350) (WPT(N),N=1,NUM) 00013370
OC57 WRITE (OUT,44C) (WPT(N),N=1,NUM) 00013380
0058 00 14C N=1,AUP 00013390
C059 140 IF (WPT(N).GT.PT) CALL ERR (1,2,WPT(N),0) OCC13400
C CC1341C
CC60 IF (DEL.EO.C) GO TO 180 00013420
C * CARD 7 ***** ******** ****C013430
CC61 READ (IN,360) (8ETA(GP),GP=1,0EL) 00013440
CC62 WRITE (OUT,45C) (BETA(GP),GP=1,DEL) C0013450
C CC013460
C * CARD 8 **********************C** 00013470
0C63. DO 15C G=IGRP C001348C
C064 READ (IN,360) (SDIN(GI),1I1,OEL) 00013490
0065 WRITE (OUT,46C) (SDIN(GI)?Izl,DEL) 0C013500
C066 150 CONTINUE C0013510
C ***************** CARD 9 **************************** 00013520
0067 READ (IN,360) (DECAY(GP),GP=1,DEL) 00013530
0068 WRITE (OUT,47C) (DECAY(I),I=1,DEL) CCC13540
006s 00 17C GP=1,DEL 00013550
0070 DO 160 G=1,GRP C0013560
C071 160 SD(GCP)=AeS(SDIN(G,GP)*DECAY(GP)) 0C013570
CC72 170 DECAY(GP)=-ABS(DECAY(GP)) 00013580
C 00013590
C073 ieo CONTINUE 00013600
C ******************** CARD 10 * 00013610
C074 READ (IN,360) (CHI(G),G=1,GRP) 00013620
0075 WRITE (OUT,480) (CHI(C),G=1,GRP) 00013630
C 00013640
C * CARD 11 * 00013650




C ******************** CARD 12 *************************** CC013700
0080 READ (IN ,660) EP1,EP2,EP3,IEP4,IEP6,TSTINC 00013710
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ccel WRITE (CUT,70C) EP1,EP2,EP3,IEP4,IEP6,TSTINC 00013720
C082 IF(EP1.LE.C.0) CALL ERR (1,1,12,1) -00013730
C083 IF(EP2.LE.0.O) CALL ERR (1,1,12,2) CC013740
CCE4 IF(I'P4.NE.0.ANC.IEP4.NE.1) CALL ERR(1,1,12,5) CCC1375C
Co85 IFIEP6.NE.C.ANC.IEP6.NE.1) CALL ERR(1,1,12,6) CC013760
C086 GFPLUS=GF+1 00013770
C ****************** CARD 13 **************************** C0013780
C087 READ (IN,35C) (NCFP(R),R=1,REG) CC013790
0088 %RITE (OUT,51C) (NCPPIR),R=1,REG) 0001380C
CCE9 00 310 I=1,ACCMP CCO1381C
CCSC DO 20C G=1,GRP CC01382C
CO1 SIGCIA(G)=C.0 00013830
C092 SICFIA(G)=C.0 CC013840








OC1 00 20C GP=1,GRP





C ******************** CARD 14 **************************** 00013880
O1C7 READ (IN,370) NUCNAP,(I0(K),K=1,14),I1,I2,I 3  00013890
0108 WRITE (OUT,520) NUCNAM,(IC(K),K=1,14),I1,I2,I3 00013900
C * CARD 15 * 00013910
CiC9 DO 21C G=1,GRP - 0001352C
olIC' READ (IN,360) NU(G),SIGFIN(G),SIGCIN(G),SIGTIN(G),XXSIGXIN(G+1,G)0001
3 9 30
0111 WRITE (OUT,530) NU(G),SIGFIN(G),SIGCIN(G),SIGTIN(G),XX,SIGXIN(G+1,C0013940
1G) 0001395C
0112 210 CONTINUE 00013960
0113 INCX=12+1 00013970
0114 GO TO (27C,22C,250), INDX 0C013980
0115 220 CONTINUE 00013990
C FAST PATRIX 00014C00
0116 IF (GF.EO.0) GO TC 270 00014C10
C117 00 24C G=1,GF 00014020
0118 GPLUS=G+l 00014C30
0119 IF (GPLUS.GT.GRP) GC Ta 230 C0014C40
C ******************** CARD 16 **************************** 00014050
0120 READ (IN,360) (SIGXIN(GP.G),GPzGPLUSGFPLUS) 00014C60
0121 WRITE (OUT,540) (SIGXIN(GPG),GP=GPLUS.GFPLUS) 0C014070
0122 GO TO 240 00014080
0123 230 READ (IN,360) XX 00014090
0124 240 CONTINUE 00014100
0125 GO TC 270 00014110
0126 25C DO 260 G=1,GRP 00014120
C ***************** CARD 17 ************************** 00014130
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0127 READ (IN,360) (SIGXIN(GPG),GP=1,GRP) 00014140
0128 WRITE (OUT,550) (SIGXIN(GPG),GP=1,GRP) 00014150
0129 26C CONTINUE C0014160
0130 210 CONTIAUE 00014170
0131 IF(THFEDB.EC.0) GO TO 276
0132 DD 271 G=1,GRF
C*********************** CARD 178 **************************************
C133 READ (IN,360) DFFIN(G),CFCIN(G),DFTIN(G),0FXIN(G+1,G)
0134 WRITEIOUT,600)DFFIN(G),CFCIN(G),DFTIN(G),CFXIN(G+1,G)
0135 271 CONTINUE
C136 DO 272 G=1,GRP
C*********************** CARD 17C ***********************
0137 READ (IN,360) OCFIN(G),CCCIN(G),DCTIN(G),CCXIN(G+1,G)
0138 WRITE(OUT,610)DCFIN(G),CCCIN(G),DCTIN(G),CCXIN(G+1,G)
0139 272 CONTINUE
0140 IF (12.EQ.O) CO TC 276
C************************ CARD 170 ***************************************
0141 READ (IN,35C) THXFTHXC
C142 WRITE(OUT,590)THXF,THXC
C143 IF (T1-XF.EC.O) GO TC 274
0144 DO 273 G=1,GRP
C** ********************* CARD 17E ******************************************
C145 REAC (IN,360) (DFXIN(CPG),GP=1,GRP)
0146 WRITE(OUT,620)(DFXIN(GPG),GP=IGRP)
0147 273 CONTINUE
0148 274 IF(THXC.EQ.C) GO TO 276
0149 DO 2715 G=1,GRP
C*************** ******* CARD 17F *******************************************





C ASSIGNMENT CF COMPOSITICNS TC REGIONS C0014190
C 0001420C
0154 DO 300 R=1,REG C0014210
0155 IF (NCMP(R).NE.I) GC TC 300 CC014220
0156 DO 290 G=1,GRP 00014230












016S DO 280 GP=1,GRP C0014270
017C Ir(THFEDB.EC.C) GC TC 279
0171 TSIGXF(RGP,G)=DFXIA(GPG)
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0175 29C CONTINUE 0C014290
0176 3C0 CONTINUE 'CCOi4300
0177 31C CONTINUE CC014310
C CC014320
C SET FLEL(R)=0 FOR NCN FISSICN REGIONS C001433C
C CCC14340
0118 DO 311 R=1,REG C0014350
0179 FUEL(R)=O 0C014360
0180 DO 311 G=1,GRP 00014370
0181 IF( AESISIGF(RG)).GT.ZERC ) FUEL(R)=l 0C014380
0182 311 CONTINUE 00014390
C CCC144CC
C183 IF (XEN.EC.0) GO TO 330 CCG1441C
C ******************** CARD 18 **************************** C0014420
01E4 READ (IN,?:0) GAMAXGAMAI 00014430
0185 WRITE (OUT,56C) GAMAXGAMAI 0C014440
C ******************** CARD 19 *************************** OCC1445C
0186 DO 320 R=1,REG 00014460
0187 READ ( IN,360) XENON(R),IODINE(R),(XABS(R,G),G=1,GRP) 00014470
01EE NRITE(OUT,570) XEAON(R),ICDINE(R),(XABS(RG),G=1,GRP) 00014480
0189 32C CONTINUE C0014490
0190 330 CONTINUE 0C014500
0191 IF (STEADY.EQ.2) CO TC 345 0C014510
0192 IPP=GRP C001452C
0193 IF (STEADY.EQ.0) IPP=GU C0014530
0194 DO 340 G=1,IPP 00014540
C ****************** CARD 20 *************************** C0014550
0195 READ ( IN,360) (PSI(P,G),F=1,PT) 00014560
0196 WRITE (OUT,580) (PSI(PG),P=1,PT) 00014570
0197 340 CONTINUE 00014580
0198 345 CONTINUE 00014590
0199 IF((XEN.GE.0).AND.(THFEDB.EO.0)) GO TO 349
C************************ CARD 208 *******************************************
02CC READ(IN,360) TCCOL0,WFLCW0,PChEROTHDIM1,THDIM2
0201 WRITE(OUT,640) TCOL0,hFLCWOPOWERO,TPDIM1,THDIM2
0202 IF(THFEDB.EC.C) GC TO 349
02C3 DO 348 I=1,REG
C************************ CARD 20C *****************************************
0204 READ (IN,360) ASUBbI(I),CLAK(I),HTCOEF(I),SPHTC(I)
C2C5 WRITE(OUT,650)ASUBH(I),CLACK(I),HTCOEF(I),SPHTC(I)
C************************ CARD 200 ******************************************





0210 350 FORMAT (1216) C0014620
0211 360 FORMAT (6E12.5) 00014630
0212 370 FORMAT(15A4,314) C0014640
0213 420 FORMAT (9HOCARC 04,2X,1216/(12X,1216))
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0001 SUSROUTINE INEDA(PSI,PT,PLR,DR,V,NUCHISD,NOMPDSIGCSIGF, 00012140
1SIGYXENON,IODINE,TSIGFF,TSIGCF,TSIGXFTSIGFC,TSIGCCTSIGI,TSIGTC00012150
2,TSIGTF,ASUBHCLADK,HTCOEF,RFACTISPHTC,CFRAC,HCAPCRCAPF,TEMPF) 00012160
0002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-.,0-Z) 00012170
0003 INTEGER BCL,BCRCHANGE,DEL,DNSCAT,TAGX,rESTS,rH3,XEN, 00012180
1 USCAT,WPT, FUBL,G,GEOM,GP,3PLGPRGDGL,GUGRPGPU,0UT,00012190
2 P,PL,PPPB, PRBEND , PT , PUNBAL , PUNFRS , R,REG,SOR, 00012200
3 S03ZF , SORG , SOZ , STEADY * STEP , TAGC , TAGF ,- TAGT 00012210
0004 INTEGER FBOND 00012220
0005 INTEGER TEFEDB,GEOM1 00012230
0006 REAL*8 IODINE 00012240
0007 REAL*8 LR,NU,NUSIGF,NX 00012250
0008 COMMON /Al/GRP,PEGPTGLGUDEL,THG,IDEL 00012260
0009 COMMON /A2/NUM,NCOMPBCLBCR,MTZNTZXEN.STEADY 00012270
0010 COMMON /A3/DUNBAL,SORCE,GEOM,NTAGNUM2,PUNFRS 00012280
0011 CO'MON/A5/IN,OUTNERR 00012290
0012 COMMON /A8/GAMAX,GAMAI 00012300
0013 COMnON /T!11/ THFEDB,NPASS,GEOM1,INDXTHNTYPE 00012310
0014 COMMON /TH2/TCOCLO,WFLOW0,POWERO,THDIM1,THDIM2,CORVOL,VFLOW,POWFAC00012320
0015 DIMENSION PSI(PTGU) 00012330
0016 DIMENSI3N XENON (REG) ,IODINE(REG) 00012340
0017 DIENSION V(R F3,GPP)
0018 DIMENSION PB(REG) ,DR (REG) ,LR (PEG) 00012360
0019 DIMENSION CHI(GRP) 00012370
0020 DIIENSION D(FEGGRP) 00012390
0021 DIMENSION NCMP(REG) 00012390
0022 DIMENSION SD(GRP,IDEL) 00012400
0023 DIMENSION WPT(NUM) 00012410
0024 DTMENSION NU (GRP) 00012420
0025 DIMINSION SIGC(REG,GRP),SIGF(REGGRP),SIGX(REG4,RPGRP) 00012430




0028 DIMENSION CFRAC (REG) HCAPC (REG) ,HCAPF(REG) ,TEMPF (REG) 00012480
0029 DIMENSION NOTE1 (9) ,NOTE2 (2) ,NOTE3 (6) 00012490
0030 DIMENS:JN NOTETH(13) 00012500
0031 DATA NOTE1/411 ,4H ,4HSLAB,4H CYL,4HINDR,4HICAL, 00012510
141f S,4HPHER,4HICAL/ 00012520
0032 DATA NOTE4/4H I=/ 00012530
0033 DAT A NOTE2/4H NO ,4H YES/ 00012540
0034 DATA NOT13/4HZERO,4H ,4H ,4HSYM,4HETRY,4H / 00012550
0035 DATA NOTES/4H GP=/ 00012560
0036 DATA NOTETH/4H S,4HPHER,4HICAL,4H *4H RA,4HDIAL,4H ,4H 00012570
1A,4HiXIAL,4H ,4HFUEL,,4H COO,4HLANr/ 00012580
C 00012590
0037 CALL TITLE (2) 00012600
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0044 WRITE (6,310) NOTE1(NG)vNOTE1(NG+1),NOTE1(N+2),*OTE3(LBOND), 00012670
130TE3(LBOND+1),NOTE3(LBOND+2) ,NOTE3(RBOND) ,NOTE3 (RBOND+1), 00012680
2NOTE3(RBOND+2),NOTE2 (NPUN),NOTE2(NBAL) 00012690
0045 WRITE (6,320) (WPT(N) ,N=1,NUM) 00012700
0046 WEITE (6,331) THG 00012710
0047 WRITE (6,340) 00012720
0048 N1=1 00012730
0049 DO 110 R=1,REG 00012740
0050 WRITE (6,350) R,N1,PB(R) 00012750
0051 110 N1=PB(R) 00012760
0052 WRITE (6,360) 00012770
0053 WRITE (6,170) ( R,LR(R),DR(R) ,R=1,REG) 00012780
0054 WRITE (6,290) 00012790
0055 IF (DEL) 120,120,130 00012800
0056 120 WRITE (6,383) 00012810
0057 GO TO 150 00012820
3058 130 WRITE (6,390) ( NOTE4,I ,I=1,DEL) 00012830
0059 DO 140 3=1,GRP 00012840
0060 WRITE (6,400) G,(SD(GGP),GP=1,DEL) 00012850
0061 140 CONTIN'J 00012860
0062 WRITE (6,290) 00012870
0063 150 WRITE (6,410) 00012880
0064 WRITE(6,420) (G,NU(G),CHI(G)O,G1,GRP)
0065 WRITE (6,290) 00012900
C 00012910
C CRnSS SECTIONS BY COMPOSITION ORDER 00012920
C 00012930
0066 N=1 00012940
0067 160 DO 200 R=1,REG 00012950
0068 IF (NC3P(R).NE.N) GO TO 200 00012960
0069 WRITE (6,430) N . 00012970
0070 WRITE(6,440) (G,D(R,G),SIGC(R,G),SIGF(RG),V(RG),G=lGRP)
0071 WRITE (6,290) 00012990
0072 WRITE (6,450) 00013000
0073 L1=1 00013010
0074 L2=GRP 00013020
0075 170 L3=GPP 00013030
0076 1P (L2.LE.9) GO TO 180 00013040
0077 L2=L2-9 00013050
0078 L3=L1+8 00013060
0079 180 WRITE (6,460) ( NOTE5,G ,G=L1,L3) 00013070
0080 DO 190 GP=1,GRP 00013080
0081 190 WRITE (6,520) GP,(SIGX(RGP,G),G=L1,L3) 00013090
0082 IF (L3.EQ.GRP) GO TO 210 00013100
0083 L1=L3+1 00013110
0084 GO TO 170 00013120
0085 200 CONTINUE 00013130
0085 CALL ERR (3,0,0,0) 00013140
0087 210 IF (N.EQ.NCOMP) GO TO 220 00013150
00tB9 N=N+1 00013160
0089 GO TO 160 00013170
0090 220 CONTINUE 00013180
0091 WPITE (6,290) 00013190
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WRITE (6,480) ( RNCMP(R) ,R1,REG) 00013210
WRITE (6,290) 00013220
IF (XEN.NE.0) GO TO 230 00013230
WRITE (6,490) 00013240




DO 239 R=1,REG 00013290
239 WPITE (6,510) RXENON(R),IODINE(R),GAMAXGABAI 00013300
240 CONTINUE 00013310
00013320
THERMAL HYDRAULIC DATA - CORE DIMENSIONS 00013330
00013340
IF((THPEDB.EQ.0).AND.(XEN.GE.0)) GO TO 253 00013350
IHT=3* (NTYPE-1) 00013360
WRITE(OUT,580) (NOTETH(IHT+R),R=1,3),NPASS,P3WEROTCOOLO,WFL3WO 00013370
GO TO (243,242,241),NTYPE 00013380
241 WRITE(OIT,590) THDIMI 00013390
GO TO 243 00013400
242 WRIT-(OUT,600) THDIM1 00013410
IF(GFO.EQ.0) URITE(OUT,610)THDIM2 00013420
243 CONTINIE 00013430
IF(TUFEDB.EQ.0) GO TO 253 00013440
00013450




244 DO 250 R=1,REG . 00013500
IF (NC P(R).NE.N) GO TO 250 00013510
WRITE(OUT,630) N 00013520
WRITE(OUT,640) (G,TSIGTF(R,G),TSIGCF(R,G),TSISFP(RG),G,TSIGrC(R.G)00013530
1,TSIGCC(RG) ,TSIGFC(RG) ,G=1,GRP) 00013540








IF (L2.LE.9) GO TO 246 00013630
L2=L2-9 00013640
L3=L1+8 00013650
246 WRITE(OUT,460) (NOTE5,GGL1,L3) 00013660
DO 248 GP=1,GRP 00013670
IF(I.EQ.2) GO To 247 00013680
WRITE(OUT,520) GP,(TSIGXF(RGPG),G=L1,L3) 00013690
GO TO 248 00013700
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0137 IF(L3.EQ.GRP) GO TO 249 00013730
0138 LI=L3+1 00013740
0139 GO TO 245 00013750
0140 249 CONTINUE . 00013760
0141 30 TO 251 00013770
0142 250 CONTINUE 00013780
0143 251 IF(S.EQ).NCM0P) GO TO 252 00013790
0144 N=N+1 00013800
0145 GO TO 244 00013810
0146 252 WRITE(OUT,660) 00013820
0147 DO 2521 R=1,REG 00013830
0148 2521 WRIIF(OUT,670) R,TEMPF(R),HCAPF(R),CLADK(R),rTCOEF(R),ASUBH(R), 00013840
1SPHTC(R),HCAPC(H),CFRAC(R),RFACT1(R) 00013850
0149 253 VRITE(OUT,290) 00013860
0150 N1=1 00013870
0151 IP (STEADY.GT.0) N1=2 00013880
0152 WRITE '6,530) NOTE2(N1) 00013890
0153 IF (STEADY.EQ.2) GO TO 280 00013900
0154 WRITE (6,540) 00013910
0155 DO 254 G=1,GBP 00013920
0156 254 WRIrE (6,550) (PPSI(PG),P=1,PT) 00013930
0157 IF (STEADY.EQ.0) GO TO 260 00013940
0158 WRITE (6,560) 00013950
0159 GO TO 280 00013960
0160 260 WPITF (6,570) 00013970
0161 IF(DEL.EQ.O) GO TO 280 00013980
0162 DO 270 G=GL,GU 00013990
0163 270 WRITE (6,550) (P,PSI(P,G),P=1,PT) 00014000
0164 280 CONTINUE 00014010
C 00014020
C 00014030
0165 290 FORMAT'(1HO) 00014040
0166 300 FORMAT (10/25X,18H*** INPUT EDIT ***//3X,12,19H NEUTRON GR3UP(S) 00014050
1,,3X,I2,19H DELAYED GROUP(S) ,,3X,I2,12H REGION(S) ,,3X,12,15 C00M00014060
2POSITION(S)/) 00014070
0167 310 FORMAT(2X,3A4,11H GEOMETRY ,,3X,14HLEFT BOUNDARY ,3A4,3X, 15HR13HT00014080
1 BOUNDARY ,3A4//2X,45HIS THERE TO BE END OF PROBLEM PUNCHED OUTPUT00014090
2 ,A4,3X,1H,/43H0ARE THE STEADY STATE FLUXES TO BE PUNCHED ,A4,2X) 00014100
0168 320 FORMAT (38H10TEST POINTS FOR FREQUENCY CALCULATlN,3X,1515/(48X,15I00014110
15)) 00014120
0169 330 FORMAT (8HOGROUP ,13,61lH IS SPECIFIED AS THE TEST GROUP FOR THE F00014130
1REQUENCY CALCULATION/) 00014140
0170 340 FORMAT (1H0/33H REGION MESH POINT BOUNDARIES/26H NUMBER 00014150
1 LEFT RIGHT) 00014160
0171 350 FORMAT (4X,I3,8X,13,4XI3) 00014170
0172 360 FORMAT (1HO/4X,6HRFGION,4X,6HLENGTH,4X,12HMESH SPACING/4X,6INUMBER00014180
1,5X,4H(CM),9X,4H1(CM)) 00014190
0173 370 FORMAT (5X,I3,4X,F10.4,4XF8.4) 00014200
0174 380 FORMAT (19H0 NO DELAYED GROUPS) 00014210
0175 390 FORMAT(IOFRACTIONAL YIELD FROM DELAYED GROUP I INTO NEUTRON GROUP
IG TIMES THE DECAY CONSTANT FOR DELAYED GROUP I',/2X,4GROUP',3X,10( w
23X,A4,12,1X))
0176 400 FORMAT (3X,I3,4X,10(2X,F8.5)) 00014240
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0177 419 FOR-IAT(4X,5HGROUP,5X,12HNEUTRONS PER.6X,7HFISSION/4X,6HNUMBER,4X,
17HFISSION,11X,5HYIELD)
0178 420 FORMAT(SX,13,6XE12.6,6X,E12.6)
0179 430 FORMAT(14HOCOMPOSITION ,12/6X,5HGROUP,4X,9HDIFFUSION,61,30HGROUP
IDEPENDENT CROSS SECTIONS, 4X,15HAVERAGE NEUTRON/6X19HNUMBER COEFF
2TCTET,6X,9H (CAPTURE),4X,9H(FISSION),11X,14HSPEED (CH/SEC))
0180 440 FOPMAT(7XI3,4XE12.6,2XE12.6.2X,.E12.6,10XE12.6)
0181 450 FOPMAT (71,97HSCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (THE TOTAL REMOVAL IS 00014320
1COIPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAG3NAL ELEMENTS)) 00014330
0182 460 FORMAT (4H (G),1X,9(6XA4,I2)) 00014340
0183 470 FOPAT (34H0COMPOSITION ASSIGNMENT TO REGIONS/22 REGION COPOS00014350
1ITION) 00014360
0184 480 FOPMAT (5X,12,8XI2) 00014370
0185 490 FORMAT (431ONO XENON BUILDUP CONSIDERD IN THIS PROBLEM) 00014380
0186 500 FORIAT (7HOREGION,7X,14HCONCENTRATIONS,1OX,13HFISSION YIELD/7H NUM00014390
1EP,4X,5HXENON,8X,6HTODINE,7X,5HXENON,8X,6HIODINE) 00014400
0187 510 FORMAT 'IX,12,4X,E1O.5,3XE10.5,3X,E1O.5,3XE10.5)
0183 520 FORMAT (2X,12,3X,9E12.6) 00014420
0189 530 FORMAT (48HOARE STFADY STATE CONDITIONS TO BE CALCULATED ? ,A4) 00014430
0190 540 FORMAT (24HOINPUT FLUX DISTRIBUTION) 00014440
0191 553 FORMAT ((2X,6(1H(,T3,2H) ,1PE12.6))) 00014450
0192 560 FORIAT (92iiOTHE INITIAL PitECURSOR CONCENTrATIONS ARE CALCULATED FR00014460
10M THE STEADY STATE FLUX DISTRIBUTION) 00014470
0193 570 FORMAT (600THE INITIAL PRECURSOR CONCENTRATIONS ARE READ IN FROM 00014480
1CARDS) 00014490
0194 580 FORMAT(///1X'THERMAL HYDRAULIC FEEDBACK DATA'/2X'PROBLEN TYPE:'*5X00014500
13A4,', ',I2,' PASS', 00014510
2 /2X,'N3OINAL POWER ',E12.6,' WATTS',/2X,'INITIAL COOLANT (INL00014520
3ET) TEMPERATURE ',E12.6,/2X,'INITIAL FLON RATE ',E12.6) 00014530
0195 590 FORMAT(2X,'CORE CROSS SECTIONAL AREA ',E12.6) 00014540
0196 600 FORMAT(2X,'CORE HEIGHT ',E12.6) 00014550
0197 . 610 FORMAT(2X,'CORE WIDTH ',E12.6) 00014560
0198 620 FORMAT(//2X.'CROSS SECTION VARIATIONS NITH TEMPERATURE (DELTA SIG00014570
1MA / DELTA TEMP) 'I) 00014580
0199 630 F3RMAT(/5X,'CO5POSITION ',12/27X,1FUEL TEMP l,48X,'COOLANT TEMP 00014590
1',/6X,2('GRP',4X,'TRANSPORTd,6X,'CAPTURE',7X,'FISSION',18X)./) 00014600
0200 640 FORMAT(2(6XI3,2X,E12.5,2X,E12.5,2XE12.5,10X)) 00014610
0201 650 FOPMAT(//7X,'VARIATIONS IN THE ') 00014620
0202 655 FORMAT(7X,'DUE TO CHANGES IN THEt,2A4,' TEMPERATURE) 00014630
0203 660 FORMAT(//2X,'HEAT TRANSFER DATA',//111,'INIIAL',7X,'FEL',3XiCL100014640
1D',9X,'FILM',12X'H/r',6X,'COOLANT,6X,'COOLANT',6X,'COOLANT,3X,'C00014650
200LANT FISS.',/1X,'PEGION',5X,'FUEL T',3X,'HT. CAPACITY',1X,'CONDU00014660
3CTIVITY',2X,'CoFFFICIENre,7X,'AREA',5K,'SPEC. HT.',2X,'HT. CAPACIT00014670.
4Y4,4X,'FRACTION',4X,'POW. FRAC.',/) 00014680.
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Appendix B Sample Problem
The Safety Test Facility proposed by Argonne National
Laboratory has been used as the model in the following
sample problem. See reference 3 for more information































































C2 3 3 0 1 10 10 10 1 1 0 -2 C
C3 2 CC.1OCCCCO-06C.lC0C0CD-C60.1CCCCCD-06 92 1 1 2
C4 29 36 39 41 43 45 56 71 76 92
C5 0.5565CCD+020.1391250*020.59625C04C10.3975000+010.402860D+010.40286CD+01
0.2215730+02C.3021450+02C.lCO715D+C20.32C0000+02

























































































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00 0.0 0.0 .0
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































200 0.0 0.4e00000-020.0 001
0

















0.4779C00*0 20. IOCCOCD.010. iCC00.01024CCC00+0C
0. 8CCCCOD*0ZO .9333330.030 .4eC00-020 .0 0.3








































5 C 0 1 0
-. 5CCCCO0-04-.5CCCCCD-04-.5CCCCCO-04
6 C 0 1 0
-.5CCCC0C-04-.50C00CD-04-.5COGOOD-04
7 C 0 1 C
-.5CCCCOC-04-.50CCOOD-04-.5COOOD-04
8 C 0 1 0
-. 5CCCCOC-04- .5CCCCCD-04-.5CCCCCD-04
9 ? 0 1 0
-. 5CCC:00-04-.50CCOO-04-.5COOOD-04
C.0 C.0 0.C C.0
LA)
TEST REGION DEPENCEAT %ELCCITIES
*** INPUT ECIT ***
3 NEUTRCN GRCUF(S) , 1 CELAYEC GROUP(S) , 10 REGION(S) , 10 COMPCSITICNIS)
CYLINCRICAL CECOETRY , LEFT BOLACARY SYPPETRY RIGHT BOUNCARY ZERC
IS TWERE TO BE END CF PRC5LEP PUNCHED CUTPUT AC 9
ARE TWE STEADY STATE FLLxES TC BE PLNCEO NC
TEST PCINTS FCR FRECUENCY CALCLLATICA 15 33 37 40 42 44 50 64 73 E4

































































































SCATTERIAC VATRIX GP INTO G (TIE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTEC AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)




















SCATTERINC MATRIx SP INTO G (T1-E TCTAL REMGVAL IS COMPUTEC AND STCRED AS





















SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (T1-E TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS





















SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (T-E TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STCRED AS











































































SCATTERIAN PATRIx GP INTO G (TIE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STCRED AS TIE CIAGONAL ELEMENTS)




















SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (T-E TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)




















SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (TIE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STCRED AS TIE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)




















SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (TPE TOTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)

















































3 :.1154C70+C1 C.636008C-G3 0.0
SCATTERINC PATRIx GP INTO G (TI-E TCTAL REMOVAL IS COPPUTED AND STCREO AS TIE CIAGCNAL ELEVENTS)












NC XEACN BLILDUD CONSICERC IN THIS PRCELEM
THERMAL HYCRAULIC FEEDEACK CATA
PRCeLEM TYPE: RADIAL, 1 PASS
NCPIAL PCWER 0.11C0CCC+03 WiATTS
INITIAL CCCLANT (INLET) TEMPERATURE 0.8CGOCOC+02
INITIAL FLOW RATE 0.1333333+C4
CCRE I-EIGIT 0.3f0000C+63
CRCSS SECTION VARIATICAS WITH TEMPERATURE (DELTA SIGMA / DELTA TEMP)
CCPPOSITION I FUEL TEMP CCCLANT TEMP
CRP TRANSFORT CAPTURE FISSICN GRP TRANSPCRT CAPTURE FISSICA
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.C 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3 0.C C.C 0.0
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (TIE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGCNAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO C-ANCES IN THE FUEL TEPPERATLRE
£G) GP= 1 GP= 2 GP- 3
1 C.0 0.0 0.0
2 C.0 0.0 0.0
3 C.0 0.0 c.0
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (TI-E TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS TI-E DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CFANGES IN THE CCCLANT TEPPERATLRE
(G) GPx I GP= 2 GPu 3
1 C.0 0.0 0.0
2 C.0 0.0 C.0




























SCATTERING vAT~Ikx GP INT3 G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGCNAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CI-ANCES IN THE FUEL TEMPERATURE





SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (T-E TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STCRED AS TI-E DIAGCNAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANCES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATLRE

































SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G ITI-E TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND
CUE TO CfANGES IN THE FUEL TEPPERATLRE




STCRED AS TE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING MATRIx GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS T1E DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CVANGES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATURE

































SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGCAAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANCES IN THE FUEL TEMPERATURE








































































SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (TFE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND
CUE TO CI-ANCES IN THE FUEL TEMPERATLRE




STORED AS THE CIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (T-EE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STCRED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANCES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATURE

































SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND
CUE TO CI-ANCES IN THE FUEL TEPPERATLRE




STCRED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (THE TOTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANGES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATURE
GP= 1 GP= 2 GPs 3





SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (TWE TCTAL REMOVAL IS CCMPUTED AND STCREO AS TEE CIACONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO Cl-ANCES Is THE CCCLANT TEFPERATLRE



















































SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS CCMPUTE0 AND STCRED AS THE OIAGCAiAL ELEMENTS)
CLE TO CHANGES IN THE FUEL TEMPERATLRE





SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANGES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATLRE








































SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (TPE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND
CUE TO CANGES IN THE FUEL TEMPERATLRE




STORED AS THE DIAGCNAL ELEMENTS)
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS CCMPUTED AND STCRED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CIANCES IN THE CCCLANT TEMPERATLRE
(GI GP= I GP= 2 GP= 3
1 C.o 0.0 C.o
2 C.0 0.0 0.0




























SCATTERING MATRIX GP INTQ G (THE TCTAL REMOVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CHANGES IN THE FUEL TEPPERATLRE
































3 C.0 0.3 0.0
VARIATIONS IN THE .
SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (tHE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS TE DIACCAAL ELEPENTS)
CLE TO CHANCES IN THE CCCLANT TEPPERATLRE




























SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (TE TCTAL REMCVAL IS CCMPUTED AND
CUE TO CHANCES IN THE FUEL TEPPERATLRE




STCRED AS TE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS)
VARIATIONS IN THE
SCATTERING PATRIX GP INTO G (THE TCTAL REMCVAL IS COMPUTED AND STORED AS TE DIACOAAL ELEMENTS)
CUE TO CI-ANCES IN THE CCCLANT TEPPERATLRE
G) GP= 1 GP= 2 GP= 3
1 C.0 0.0 0.0
2 C.0 0.0 c.0
3 C.0 0.0 C.0
HEAT TRANSFER DATA
INITIAL FUEL CLAD



































































































ARE STEADY STATE CONDITICNS TO BE CALCULATED ? YES
ARE TERE ANY TIPE DEPENDENT CPANGES IN THE
CROSS SECTION DATA YES
TIME CROSS SECTION. GROUP REGION TOTAL LINEAR
ZCNE CHANGE
I CAPTLRE 1 5 -.50C000-04
I CAPTLRE 2 5 -. 50C00D-04





















1 CAPTLRE 1 6 -. 5CCCO-04
I CADTLRE 2 6 -.5CCCCO-04
1 CADTLRE 3 6 -. 5CCCCD-C4
1 CAPTLRE 1 - 7 -. 5C'CO-04
I CAPTLRE 2 7 -. 5CCCCOD-C4
1 CAPTLRE 3 7 -. !CCCCD-04
1 CAPTLRE 1 8 -.50CC00-04
1 CAPTLRE 2 8 -. 5CCCCO-04
1 CAPTLRE 3 8 -. 50CCOD-04
1 CAPTLRE 1 9 -. 5CCCDO-04
1 CADTLRE 2 9 -.5CCCOO-04
1 CAPTLRE 3 9 -. 5CCCC0-04








ARE TEERE ANY TIME DEPENDENT SCURCES ? NC





































































































































































































































































671) .31C 21 0+C 8(
73)C.337?7090+C8M
















































































































































































TOTAL PCWER = 0.100C0000+C3
LO
TEST REGION DEPENCENT VELOCITIES


































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP













































































































( 91) 1.495114C+C6( 92)









































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GROUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP











PCINT-UISE FLUXES FOR GROUP 3
1 1) 6.6678640+03( 2) 6.6675630+C3(
1 7) 6.657559C+C3( e) 6.6541180+C3(
1 13) 6.634353C+C3( 14) 6.630593D+C3(
( 19) 6.633632C+03( 20) 6.641879D403(
1 25) 6.790122C+C3( 26) 6.8660770+03(
1 31) 9.415373C+C3( 32) 1.2179730+C4(( 37) 2.671160C+C51 38) 6.382607D+051
f 43) 2.867783C+07( 44) 3.3868050+C7(
1 49) 4.921C31C+C7( SC) 5.0692020+C7(
I 55) 5.286931C+07( 56) 5.2491510+07(
61) 4.861501C+C7( 62) 4.7579580+7(
1 67) 4.177231C+%7( 68) 4.0567330+07(
1 73) 3.518759C+07( 74) 3.446290D+071
I 79) 3.120196C+C7( 80) 2.9736840+07(
I 85) 1.9C9674C+C7( 86) 1.6523270+C7(

























































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
I GRCUP 3 = 0.150580D+11
2 GRCUP 3 = 0.376394D+11
3 GRCUP 3 = 0.364250D+12
4 GRCUP 3 = 0.2892460+13
5 GRCUP 3 a 0.105042D414
6 GRCUP 3 = 0.166191D+14
7 GRCUP 3 = 0.155794D+15
8 GRCUP 3 = 0.2454550+15 Co











































0. 8046? 34C .02





















TEST REGION DEPENCENT MELCCITIES























PCINT-bISE FLUXES FCR CRCUP I
1 1) 1.548427C+Cg( 2) 1.548322D+08(
1 7) 1.544624C+C8( E) 1.5432430+08(
131 1.533016tC+8( 14) 1.5302760+C8(
1S) 1.512657C+C8( 2C) 1.5082460+C8(
1 251 1.480195C+ 8( 26) 1.4730290+08(
31) 1.424029C+C8( 32) 1.4103490+81(
1 371 1.3C3781C+C8( 3E) 1.2696590+CS(
43) 9.14731CC+C7( 44) 8.9451:60+2 7(
49) 6.719904C+7( SC) 6.495-1360+7(
1 55) 5.674426C+C7( 56) 5.5448970+07(
1 61) 4.8901550+C7( 62) 4.7494910+C71
1 67) 3.973969C+C7( 68) 3.801758D+07(
1 73) 2.809659C+C7( 74) 2.567352D+07(
1 79) 1.294146C+07( 8C) 1.1118570+C7(
( 85) 4.833019C+06( 86) 3.9640160+C6(

























































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP I = 0.3345460+15
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP 1 = 0.1747280+15
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP 1 x 0.795990D+14
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP 1 a 0.5116500+14
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP 1 a 0.465586D+14
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP 1 v 0.4226910+14
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP I = 0.2C37240+15
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP' 1 - C.240913D+15
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP 1 a 0.5589320+14
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 10 GRCUP 1 = 0.5263410+14
PCINT-hISE FLUXES FCR GRCUP
( 1) 3.6416040+C7( 2) 3.
I 7) 3.6357420+C7( e) 3.
1 13) 3.622071+C7( 14) 3.
1 19) 3.6184940+07( 20) 3.
I 25) 3.685692C+C7( 26) 3.














3.6400870+07( 5) 3.6389300+07( 6) 3.637474C+C7
3.6292610+071( 11) 3.6268440+07( 12) 3.6244150+07
3.6168470+07( 17) 3.6162970+07( 18) 3.6167400+07
3.6359770+07( 23) 3.6478460+071 24) 3.664C61C+C7
3.7977030+07( 29) 3.8573690+07( 30) 3.932672C+C7























































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN I GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTESRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGION 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FER REGICN 9 GRCUP



































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FGR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
1 GRCUP 3 = 0.1517460+11
2 GRCUP 3 s 0.3789880+11
3 GRCUP 3 a C.3667000+12
4 GRCUP 3 = 0.2912040+13
5 GRCUP 3 = 0.1C57520+14
6 GRCUP 3 a 0.167307D+14
7 GRCUP 3 - 0.1568060+15
8 GRCUP 3 = 0.2469320+15
















































0. 80 3C32 70+02
0,80251550.C2
000
TOTAL NORMALIZED PCWER = 0.10626720+01
(.)
AVC. CCOLANT TEMP
0. 80 368640 .CZ







0. 8C2 14 440 C2
0 .aCCCCOOC.Cz
TEST RECION DEPENCET VELOCITIES















































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP











PCINT-hISE FLUXES FCR CRCUP 2
4 1) 3.669142C+C7( 2) 3.6685700+07(
7) 3.663204C+07( e) 3.6612030+07(( 13) 3.64934CC+C7( 14) 3.6471600+074
1 19) 3.645608C+C7( 2C) 3.649C66D+07(
( 25) 3.7131e3C+C7( 26) 3.741736D+074







3.6676060+07( 5) 3.666434C+07( 6) 3.66495EC407
3.6566350+07( 11) 3.654184C+07( 12) 3.6517200+C7
3.6440140+07( 17) 3.6434350+07( 18) 3.643863C+07
3.6631550+07( 23) 3.675091C07( 24) 3.6914080+C7
3.8260010+07( 29) 3.8861190+07( 30) 3.962005C+07







































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL IINTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP-
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP





















































































































































































TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INT.EGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL IN7EGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
1 GRCUP 3 z 0.1528890+11
2 GRCUP .3 - 0.3E16970+11
3 GRCUP 3 = 0.369299D+12
4 GRCUP 3 = 0.293271D+13
5 GRCUP 3 = 0.1C6502D+14
6 GRCUP 3 a 0.1684880+14
7 GRCUP 3 = 0.1578810+15
8 GRCUP 3 = 0.2485070+15
9 GRCUP 3 = 0.7425320+14
8.249 43C+01










TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLu. FOR REGJICN 10 GRCUP 3 = 0.1501220+15
PRECLRSCR CCNCEN'TA710!C FZR CELAYEC GRCUP
1 1) 4.373532C+C41 2) 4.373238D+C4( 3)
7 ) 4.364115C+C4( A) 4.3607a70+C4( 9)
1 13) 4.337662C4C4( 14) 4.331952D+04( 15)( 19) 4.301882C+C4( 2^) 4.2963290+C4( 21)
( 25) 4.282745.+C4( 26) 4.29555840+4( 27)
( 31) 4.368023C+'C( 32) 4.40C155D+C4( 33)( 37) 5.031032C*C4( 3E) 5.4614430+C41 39)
( 43) 1.689561C+C4( 44) 2.C0426004041 45)( 49) 2.998690C+C4( SC) 3.07427004C4( 51)
( 55) 3.165524C+C4( 56) 3.2526410+4( 57)( 61) 3.106531C+041 62) 3.0388670+04( 63)
( 67) 2.659980C+C4( 66) 2.5809550+040 69)
( 73) 2.413723C+C4( 74) 2.3578080+C4( 75)
79) 0.0 8 BC) 0.0 1 81)
85) 0.0 1 86) 0.0 I 87)








































































































































IAPUT ECIT FCR TIVE ZONE 2 ***
CARD 21 0.1CCCCO0-03 C-.5CCCCCD4CC 0 -1 0 0 0 0
CARD 22 0.25000+DOC
CARD 34 0.0 C.C o.C C.o
ARE TI-ERE ANY TIME DEPENCENT CI-ANGES IN THE
CRCSS SECTION DATA AC
TPERMAL HYCRAULIC TIME CEPENDENT CtIANGES (FIFE ZCNE 2
FLCW RATE INLET TEMPERATURE
TCTAL LINEAR 0.C 0.C
TOTAL QUACRATIC 0.C C.C
ARE TI-ERE ANY TIME DEPENCENT SCURCES 7 NC
0)
TEST REGION OEPENCENT VELCCITIES























PCINT-hISE FLUXES FOR GRC










































































( 91) 3.757325C+C9( 92) 0.0 1
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 9 GRCUP























































































































































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGION 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 9 GRCUP











PCINT-ISE FLUXES FCR GRCUP
1 1) 4.176438C+C7( 2) 4.1
( 7) 4.172614C+C7( E) 4.1
1 13) 4.166090C+C7( 14) 4.1
1 19) 4.179640C+C7i 2C) 4.1
1 25) 4.30031SC+C7( 26) 4.3
( 31) 6.036957C+:7( 32) 7.e
1 37) 1.742363C+C9( 3E) 4.1
1 43) 1.871315C+11( 44) 2.2( 49) 3.220310C+11( SC) 3.3
55) 3.4690370+11( 56) 3.4
1 61) 3.197026C+111 62) 3.1
1 67) 2.751603C+111 68) 2.6
1 73) 2.320709C+11( 74) 2.2
1 79) 2.058990C+11( 8C) 1.9
1 85) 1.260469C+11( 86) 1.0










































































































































TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGION
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATED FLUX FOR REGION
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN
TCTAL INTEGRATED FLUX FCR REGICN
1 GRCUP 3 = 0.9504420+14
2 GRCUP 3 a 0.2443960+15
3 GRCUP 3 = 0.2376160+16
4 GRCUP 3 = 0.1886580+17
5 GRCUP 3 x 0.6852430+17
6 GRCUP 3 = 0.1084980+18
7 GRCUP 3 a 0.102039D+19
8 GRCUP 3 = 0.1615100+19
1












































0. 80'.624 30 02




0. 803 I6C4C .02
0. 8C 30333 002
0.802511600.02
000












TEST REGIO DEPENCENT VELCCITIES


















































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN I GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TOTAL- INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP








TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP 1 = 0.5103170+22
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 9 GRCUP 1 = 0.1187790+22
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 10 GRCUP 1 = 0.1118950+22
FCINT-hISE FLUXES FCR GRCUP 2
1 1) 7.393102C+14( 2) 7.392887D+14( 3)




























































































































( 91) 3.195554C+13( 92) C.0
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 1 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FOR REGICN 4 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGION 8 GRCUP
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICNi 9 GRCUP





































































































































































































































TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN I GRCUP 3 = 0.310667D+18
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 2 GRCUP 3 a 0.7988910418
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 3 GRCUP 3 = 0.7767360+19
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 4 GRCUP 3 = 0.616696D+20
TOTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 5 GRCUP 3 a 0.2239970+21
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 6 GRCUP 3 = 0.3546650+21
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 7 GRCUP 3 x 0.3335560+22
TCTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 8 GRCUP 3 a 0.527970D+22











ICTAL INTEGRATEC FLUX FCR REGICN 10 GRCUP 3 - 0.3206970+22
PRECURSOR C0CENTRATIOA FOR CELAYED GRCUP
1 11 2.3395177C+C9 21 2.3394800+C9( 31
1 7) 2.336143C0*9( el 2.3349370+C9( 9)
1 13) 2.326776C+C9( 14) 2.3248510+C9( 151
( 19) 2.315735C+C9( 2C) 2.3144603+C9( 21)
1 25) 2.317412C+C9( 261 2.3213660+C9( 27)
1 31) 2.380647C+C9( 32) 2.4C59560+091 33)( 37) 2.768924C+C91 3E 3.012C82D+09( 39)
( 431 9.398613C+C81 44) 1.115242D+C9( 451
( 45) 1.670429r+C9( 5CI l.712f550+09( 511
( 55) 1.764892C+C9( 56) 1.8135530+09( 57)
1 611 1.732025C+C9( 62) 1.6941420+09( 63)
( 67) 1.4e1291C+C9( 6E) 1.436722D+C9( 69)
( 73) 1.339263C+C9( 74) 1.3C7C490+C9( 75)
1 79) 0.0 ( 80) 0.0 1 81)
I 85) C.0 I 863 0.0 1 87)












































































































































TOTAL NCROALIZED PGUER a 0.2237C01+D08
TEST REGION DEPENCENT VELOCITIES
END CF PROBLEM
0)
REGICA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
